IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME

Sex specific alterations in autonomic function among patients with irritable bowel syndrome
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Background: Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is associated with increased psychological symptoms, early life stressors, and alterations in visceral perception and brain responses to noxious visceral stimuli. The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a likely mediator for these brain-gut interactions. The few studies directly examining ANS measures have been suggestive of alterations in some IBS patients, but no studies to date have examined the potentially critical variables of sex differences or response to visceral stimulation.

Aims: (1) To test differences in ANS function during rest and during a visceral stressor (rectosigmoid balloon distension) between IBS patients and healthy control subjects. (2) To examine the role of sex on the autonomic responses of IBS patients.

Methods: Baseline autonomic measures were evaluated from 130 Rome I positive IBS patients and 55 healthy control subjects. Data were also collected from a subset of 46 IBS patients and 16 healthy control subjects during a sigmoid balloon distension study. Heart rate variability measures of peak power ratio (PPR) and peak power high frequency (PPHF) were analysed to assess sympathetic balance and parasympathetic response, respectively. Peripheral sympathetic response was measured by skin conductance.

Results: IBS patients showed a greater skin conductance response to visceral distension than controls. IBS patients had higher PPR and lower PPHF across conditions. Male IBS patients had higher skin conductance and PPR than females and lower PPHF.

Conclusions: IBS patients have altered autonomic responsiveness to a visceral stressor, with increased sympathetic and decreased parasympathetic activity. These differences are predominantly seen in males.

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a functional gastrointestinal disorder affecting up to 15% of the US population, predominantly females. It is characterised by abdominal pain or discomfort combined with alterations in bowel function. Despite major advances in the conceptualisation of IBS pathophysiology as a disorder of altered brain-gut interactions, there is currently no general agreement on the relative roles of visceral perception and autonomic nervous system (ANS) dysfunction in the generation or maintenance of IBS symptoms. As early as 1928, it was hypothesised that dysfunction of the ANS contributed to the symptoms seen in IBS. The sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the ANS mediate central nervous system (CNS) communication with the gut, largely through modulation of the third ANS branch, the enteric nervous system. Through its three divisions, the ANS modulates and coordinates gastrointestinal motility, secretion, and immune function. Modulation of the ANS, including increased sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and decreased parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) activity, is an important part of the organism’s response to stress. The resulting changes in gastrointestinal function may provide the mechanism linking life stress and affective states to IBS symptoms.

Heart rate variability (HRV) and skin conductance (SC) can be used to measure ANS function. The high frequency component of HRV predominantly reflects cardiac vagal activity, the ratio of low to high frequency reflects SNS balance, and SC reflects the SNS mediated response of the eccrine sweat glands. While these measures of ANS activity do not directly describe ANS regulation of gastrointestinal function, Buysschaert et al have shown a close association between cardiac and gastric autonomic function. Additionally, Emmanuel and Kamm have shown that cardiovascular tone, as measured by HRV, correlates with rectal mucosal blood flow and colonic transit, further supporting the relationship between cardioautonomic measures and gastrointestinal function.

Previous studies investigating ANS function in IBS patients have shown inconsistent results, possibly due to differences in sample characteristics, assessment parameters, and conditions under which measurements were taken. IBS is thought to be a stress responsive disorder, and the ANS output provides an easily measurable physiological response to stress. As might be expected, increased SNS activity and decreased PNS activity are the most frequently noted differences when IBS patients are compared with healthy controls. Studies of short term ANS activity in IBS patients have examined subjects at rest or during postural change, while other studies have examined longer term recordings throughout the day or during sleep. It is plausible that important differences between IBS and control subjects may be more prominent during a stressor.

Although recent evidence has confirmed that sex differences exist among IBS patients in terms of perception, central response to visceral stimuli, and colonic transit response to pharmacological treatment, sex differences in the autonomic response have not been reported. Sex differences in ANS responses have been reported for healthy subjects, showing greater SNS responsiveness in males and greater PNS responsiveness in females. Previous ANS
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studies in IBS have either included only women or have not systematically examined sex, a potential explanation for the contradictory data that exist. Differences in ANS responses to specific stimuli may also play a role in producing sex based variations in IBS symptom patterns and in differential responses to some pharmacological agents. 20–29

Psychological state may alter autonomic responses and has not always been well controlled for in previous IBS studies. Reduced HRV, likely mediated by increased sympathetic/parasympathetic balance, has been described in stress, depression, and panic disorders. 6 One study in females has shown lower parasympathetic tone among IBS patients with comorbid anxiety/depression, 26 indicating that psychological state must be addressed when assessing autonomic parameters.

In the current study, our aim was to test differences in ANS function during rest and with an acute visceral stressor (balloon distension) between IBS patients and healthy control subjects in the absence of concomitant depression or anxiety. Because of previously noted sex differences in IBS prevalence, response to visceral stimulation, and medication effectiveness, we also wanted to examine the role of subject sex on these responses. We hypothesised that: (1) IBS patients will have increased resting SNS and decreased resting PNS activity compared with control subjects; (2) IBS patients will have increased SNS and decreased PNS responsiveness to a relevant visceral stimulus compared with healthy control subjects; and (3) male IBS patients will have a greater sympathetic/vagal balance compared with female IBS patients. Based on these hypotheses we examined autonomic function at baseline and autonomic responses to rectosigmoid balloon distension in male and female IBS patients and healthy controls. No specific predictions were made for bowel habit differences in ANS response but these were examined in secondary analyses.

METHODS
Patient population
Baseline autonomic measures were evaluated from a total of 130 IBS patients and 55 healthy control subjects. A subset of 46 patients with IBS (as defined by the Rome I criteria) 31 and 16 healthy control subjects also participated in a sigmoid balloon distension study. Control or IBS subjects who had participated in a balloon distension study within the previous six months were excluded. No correlations were seen between ANS measures and whether subjects had a history of diarrhoea/predominance of symptoms on the Rome supportive symptoms question list. 31 Subjects with HAD scores for global severity index >63 were excluded from the study. Bowel habit predominance was defined by responses to the Rome supportive symptoms question list. 31 Patients showing symptoms of both diarrhoea predominant IBS (IBS-D) and constipation predominant IBS (IBS-C) were classified alternating bowel habits (IBS-A). Symptom severity was measured on a scale of 1 to 4. Patients also rated the intensity and unpleasantness of their overall IBS symptoms over the past six months and the past 24 hours on a 20 cm visual analogue scale with anchoring word descriptors. 31 All study protocols were performed after approval by the West Los Angeles Veterans Administration Institutional Review Board. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

Rectosigmoid distension protocol
Patients underwent a standard barostat protocol, as previously described. 26 A double balloon catheter was placed using sigmoidoscopic guidance with the proximal tip 40 cm from the anal verge (rectum). The catheter was attached to a computer operated distension device (barostat) which allowed for rapid phasic distensions of each balloon. After balloon placement there was a 20 minute rest period prior to beginning the balloon inflations. A rectal stimulus tracking protocol was used to determine a reliable discomfort threshold, as previously described. 33 Briefly, this consisted of a series of 14, 30 second inflations which were increased or decreased depending on the subject’s judgment of the previous inflation as either causing discomfort or not. The discomfort threshold was determined as the average of the last six tracking inflations. The sigmoid stimulation protocol consisted of a series of 10, 30 second distensions at 60 mm Hg over 10 minutes.

RESULTS
Subjects with baseline data
Characteristics
Mean ages of the IBS patients and control subjects were 41.1 (10) years and 40.2 (11) years, respectively. The control
group had 56% males (n = 31); the IBS group had 50% males (n = 65). There were no significant age or sex differences between the IBS and control groups. IBS patients included 22% IBS-C (39% male), 43% IBS-D (54% male), and 35% IBS-A (52% male). Autonomic data could not be analysed for four control subjects (two males, two females) and three IBS patients (one male, two females) secondary to collection artefact.

Baseline autonomic measures in IBS patients versus controls: group and sex comparisons

An overall significant effect of subject group was seen in baseline PPHF (p = 0.001). IBS males had the lowest values, with a significant difference between IBS males and both IBS females (p = 0.001) and control females (p = 0.044). A significant group effect was also seen in PPR (p<0.001), with IBS males showing a significantly higher sympathetic ratio compared with IBS females (p<0.001), control females (p = 0.003), and control males (p = 0.026). Mean values for PPHF and PPR are shown in table 1. No effects for sex or presence of IBS were found in baseline skin conductance.

Bowel habits

There was no significant difference in percentage of specific bowel habits between male and female patients with IBS. No significant association between bowel habit and baseline ANS measures was found (table 2).

Subjects undergoing balloon distension protocol

Characteristics

IBS patients had a mean age of 40.8 years (range 24–68; SD 10.6). The group included 17 females and 29 males. Evaluation of bowel habit predominance showed: 39.1% IBS-D, 17.4% IBS-C, and 43.5% IBS-A. The control group included six males and 10 females and had a mean age of 38.0 years (range 21–56; SD 11.5). There was no significant age difference between the groups. The majority of patients (76%) reported their overall IBS symptoms as moderate to severe (mild 7.9%, moderate 42.1%, severe 34.2%, very severe 15.8%). No significant difference in self reported severity was observed between males and females. There were also no significant sex differences in the ratings of six month or 24 hour IBS symptom unpleasantness or intensity. Both male and female IBS patients had significantly higher mean scores for intensity and unpleasantness for the six month period than for the 24 hour period (p<0.001). The group of subjects with baseline data only was compared with the subgroup for whom balloon distension data were obtained, showing no differences in age, sex, symptom severity, or baseline values for SC, PPHF, or PPR. SC and HRV data were available for all 16 control subjects but SC data for two IBS patients and HRV data for six IBS patients could not be analysed secondary to collection artefact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Baseline autonomic nervous system (ANS) measures</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>IBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANS measure</td>
<td>Males (n = 29)</td>
<td>Females (n = 22)</td>
<td>Males (n = 64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPHF</td>
<td>4.1 (22.2)</td>
<td>4.4 (18.9)</td>
<td>3.15 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPR</td>
<td>2.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.2 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD).

IBS, irritable bowel syndrome; PPHF, peak power high frequency; PPR, peak power ratio.

Mean baseline values of PPHF (parasympathetic) and PPR (sympathetic balance) are shown for male and female IBS and control subjects. A significant effect of subject group was seen for both PPHF and PPR.

ANS response to visceral stressor in IBS versus control subjects

SNS measures

SC increased after balloon placement and again during sigmoid stimulation in both groups, and this change was greater in the IBS group (within subjects condition effect, p<0.001; condition × group interaction, p = 0.0390) (fig 1). A trend towards higher SC in IBS subjects was seen during sigmoid inflation compared with controls (SC log 0.789 (0.37) v 0.601 (0.30); p = 0.06). IBS patients had overall higher PPR (group main effect, p = 0.0068) (fig 2).

PNS measures

There was a group main effect with lower PPHF in IBS subjects at all time points (p = 0.044) (fig 3).
Autonomic responses in IBS

Higher in males across conditions (p = 0.0031) (fig 2).

Subjects over the course of the experiment. PPR was also higher in males across conditions (p = 0.0031) was seen between male and female IBS patients, with higher sympathetic balance in the IBS group. A sex main effect (p = 0.0068) was seen for the IBS versus the control group, with higher sympathetic balance in the IBS group. A sex main effect (p = 0.0031) was seen between male and female IBS patients, with higher sympathetic balance in the male group.

Figure 2. Peak power ratio of low to high frequency (PPFL/PPHF) scores (with standard error bars) are shown at baseline, after balloon placement, and during sigmoid distension for control and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) subjects, and for male and female IBS subjects. A group main effect (p = 0.0068) was seen for the IBS versus the control group, with higher sympathetic balance in the IBS group. A sex main effect (p = 0.0031) was seen between male and female IBS patients, with higher sympathetic balance in the male group.

ANN response to visceral stressor in IBS males versus IBS females

SNS measures

SC showed both a significant sex main effect (p = 0.010) and a significant condition interaction (p < 0.001). As shown in fig 1, this was due to a greater increase in SC for male IBS subjects over the course of the experiment. PPR was also higher in males across conditions (p = 0.0031) (fig 2).

PNS measures

A significant sex interaction (p < 0.008) in PPHF appears to be due to greater parasympathetic tone in female patients at baseline, which subsequently declined with balloon placement and sigmoid distension (fig 3).

Bowel habits

No significant effect of bowel habit was seen on any of the ANS measures.

Perception of visceral stimuli: tracking rectal discomfort threshold

Mean discomfort threshold was significantly lower in IBS patients compared with healthy controls (35.5 (15) mm Hg v 44.9 (11) mm Hg; p = 0.039). There were no significant correlations between the autonomic parameters and tracking discomfort threshold.

DISCUSSION

The current study, in a sample of IBS patients without affective comorbidity and healthy control subjects, demonstrated evidence of higher SNS activity and lower cardiovagal activity in the patient group. Within the IBS population there were significant sex differences, with greater SNS activity and lower PNS activity in males compared with females. Taken together, these findings suggest that differences in ANS function measures between IBS patients and controls may be primarily due to greater sympathetic/vagal balance in the male IBS population.

Autonomic response in IBS versus control subjects

The results indicate greater sympathetic responsiveness in IBS patients compared with controls, as measured by PPR. IBS patients also showed lower parasympathetic activity compared with controls, as measured by PPHF. This shift towards greater sympathetic and lower parasympathetic balance is consistent with a recent study evaluating isometric handgrip, orthostatic testing, and expiratory:inspiratory ratio in IBS patients. A recent hypothesis has suggested that parasympathetic vagal responses serve as a ”brake” to control sympathetic responses to stress. The pattern of greater sympathetic responses with less parasympathetic activity in IBS males may therefore indicate a deficient parasympathetic ”braking” of the autonomic response to distension stress in IBS patients. Greater stress responsiveness with increased SNS activity may play a role in IBS symptom pathogenesis. Immune modulation occurs via neural mechanisms, thus a generalised shift in ANS function towards higher sympathovagal balance may lead to a relative proinflammatory state, as may be seen in post-infectious IBS. The stress response in animal models is associated with increased distal colonic motility and decreased upper gut motility. Similarly, alterations in gastrointestinal motility may occur in IBS patients with increased sympathetic balance. Previously, patients with IBS alone were also found to have greater sympathetic/vagal balance during sleep compared with controls but IBS patients with dyspepsia did not. Subgrouping by upper gastrointestinal symptoms was not tested in this study.

Autonomic response in males versus females

The autonomic differences seen in IBS appear to be primarily due to changes in male subjects. IBS males had lower parasympathetic tone and showed no parasympathetic responsiveness over varying experimental conditions compared with female IBS patients. They also had greater sympathetic responsiveness than their female counterparts, as measured by SC and PPR. When compared with healthy male controls, male IBS patients had significantly higher sympathovagal balance whereas no differences were noted between female controls and IBS females.

This dichotomy by sex is an important finding and may be one of the factors involved in differential responses to drug therapy seen in male and female IBS patients. It may also explain some of the inconsistencies in previous reports of autonomic function in IBS. Two studies have shown impaired vagal function in a group of IBS patients that was predominantly male, findings that were not seen in a female sample of IBS patients. Increasingly, sex differences have been noted in other physiological responses of IBS patients. Notably, rectal distension thresholds have been shown to be lower in females compared with males. Sexual dichotomy has been observed in cortico-limbic interactions also. Specifically, a recent brain imaging study has shown that males with IBS compared with females have more dominant activation of the dorsal pons, periaqueductal

Figure 3. Peak power high frequency (PPHF) scores (with standard error bars) are shown at baseline, after balloon placement, and during sigmoid distension for control and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) subjects, and for male and female IBS subjects. A group main effect (p = 0.044) was seen with lower parasympathetic tone in the IBS group compared with controls. A sex main effect (p = 0.008) was seen between male and female IBS patients, with lower parasympathetic tone in the male group.
gray, and insula during visceral stimulation.\textsuperscript{24} The insula is thought to be involved in regulation of visceromotor activity, particularly sympathetic responses,\textsuperscript{44} and the periaqueductal gray integrates autonomic and antinoceptive stress responses.\textsuperscript{23} These findings are consistent with our current data, showing greater sympathetic responses in males with IBS. Additionally, previously reported higher rectal distension thresholds in male IBS patients\textsuperscript{13} support the hypothesis of a more effective antinoceptive response to visceral stimuli. In response to visceral stimuli, females may be less likely to utilize an antinoceptive response and in a rectal distension protocol have been shown to activate brain areas associated with hypervigilance (dorsal anterior cingulate cortex) and affective response to the visceral stimulus (ventromedial prefrontal cortex).\textsuperscript{24} These cumulative findings suggest that males have autonomic dysregulation as a key feature of IBS whereas females may have greater alterations in visceral hypersensitivity.

**Bowel habit differences**

No differences in ANS responses were found for the three bowel habit groups. Data from previous studies has been inconsistent regarding bowel habit effects, with complicating factors being difficulties in classification and possible multiple physiological pathways for a similar symptom picture (for example, slow and normal transit constipation). SNS balance has been described as greater in IBS-D by one group\textsuperscript{20} and greater in IBS-C by another group.\textsuperscript{15} Eisenbruch and Orr found greater PPR and lower PPHF in females with IBS-D in response to a meal compared with both controls and IBS-C.\textsuperscript{18} Comparisons between studies is difficult due to vast differences in experimental conditions. Varying definitions, or inclusion of IBS-A patients in either IBS-D or IBS-C subgroups, may also effect ANS outcomes. Additionally, fluctuation between bowel habit is common, particularly in the poorly characterised IBS-A group.\textsuperscript{46} Our data do not support an interaction between bowel habit and autonomic parameters, nor did a recent study by Waring \textit{et al}, although neither study was specifically designed to study this interaction.\textsuperscript{19}

**Symptom severity**

Different patterns of ANS activity in female patients with severe versus non-severe abdominal pain have been described. In one study, severe but not moderate or mild pain was associated with lower vagal tone.\textsuperscript{16} In another, IBS-C patients showed lower vagal tone than IBS-D, but only in the subgroup with severe pain.\textsuperscript{15} We did not find a relationship between symptom severity and our ANS measures. Methodological differences including acute versus 24 hour ANS measures, symptom assessment scale, and population differences may account for the variation in findings. It is relevant to note that the symptom reports in our sample for the last 24 hours were substantially less than those for chronic symptoms (which may reflect a global impression of symptom impact rather than a true average symptom level). Future studies of the role of ANS activity in symptom generation should examine both measures of acute symptom severity as well as subjective evaluations of chronic disease severity.

**Conclusions**

Decreased parasympathetic tone and increased sympathetic activity with altered ANS responsiveness to a visceral stimulus are prominent in IBS male patients, but not IBS females. This may be due to sex differences in cortico-limbic processing of visceral stimuli. These findings emphasise the need to take sex into account when studying physiological parameters in IBS and may explain some of the discrepancies seen in previous studies. Further studies should include the use of multiple forms of visceral, somatic, and psychological stressors to examine situation specific responses. Studies that also include measures of CNS activity (such as brain imaging or brain evoked potentials) and neuroendocrine variables will be especially useful in evaluating the role of autonomic response in IBS patients. Further research into the autonomic response with attention to sex based differences will be important in further elucidating the pathophysiology and potential treatments of IBS.
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EDITOR’S QUIZ: GI SNAPSHOT

Answer

From question on page 1376

The diagnosis was light chain deposition disease (LCDD) involving the liver. LCDD is a rare complication of multiple myeloma occurring in only 5% of cases. Renal involvement is the most common complication of LCDD and usually dominates the clinical course. The liver is involved in at least 23% of cases but rarely affects clinical outcome. The case presented is unusual for the predominant hepatic involvement and the fact that it preceded clinically significant renal disease. It is important to note however that the patient did ultimately develop acute renal failure and this more likely accounted for the noted encephalopathy than acute liver failure or portosystemic shunting. Review of the liver biopsy revealed eosinophilic material lining the sinusoids, hepatic arteries, and hepatic veins in a linear pattern. The deposits were negative for Congo red, positive for the Masson trichrome, and PAS positive diastase resistant. Immunostaining was strongly positive for $\kappa$ but negative for $\lambda$ light chains, leading to a diagnosis of $\kappa$ LCDD. LCDD is an important diagnostic consideration in all patients with myeloma who present with renal or hepatic impairment. While other causes such as drug toxicity, infection, and amyloidosis must be excluded, LCDD should be considered and the appropriate stains performed, otherwise it may be overlooked.
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